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1. Introduction

As recent discussions have pointed out, the beam-beam disruption phenom-

ena in linear colliders are increasingly seen as a source of serious problems for

these machines. The maximum disruption-induced angle introduces a constraint

on final focusing system apertures, which has led to the complication of inter-

action point crossing angles. Additional constraints arise due to the desire to

minimize the energy spread due to beamstrahlung energy loss to acceptable lev-

els. Much more seriously, the beamstrahlung photons produced during disruption

have been shown, in a recent calculation by P. Chen,'1 to pair-produce via inter-

action with the opposing bunch's disruption fields. This is a source of potentially

serious background problem, as for TLC parameters Chen predicts more than

106 lower energy e+e~ pairs created during each collision. These pairs have a

broad energy spectrum, much of which is susceptible to be scattered at large

angles from the beam-beam focusing fields, flooding the detector with spurious

events.

All of these problems taken together tend to outweigh the potential gains

derived from disruption luminosity enhancement. As this trade-off has been

at issue for some time, ways of minimizing the deleterious effects of disruption

have been proposed. In particular, a plasma compensation scheme, in which the

motion of the plasma electrons in the presence of the colliding beams provides

neutralizing charge and current densities, has been proposed and studied.|2' As a

very large plasma density is required for compensation, this scheme introduces a

large number of background beam-ion events. Channell proposes an interesting

variation on this theme, in which a positronium plasma is created at the interac-

tion point, thus avoiding the beam-ion backgrounds. Unfortunately, presently

conceivable methods for creation of the necessary positronium plasma do not pro-

vide high enough densities for compensation. In fact, a likely candidate for such

a method would be to rely on pair production from the beamstrahlung photons.

Since this scenario takes us full circle to our original motivation for this work, we



can see immediately that this scheme will not provide compensation for a TLC

-like machine. Thus we are driven to examine other options for compensation of

intense colliding beams.

A natural alternative for full compensation is to consider the overlapping of

nearly identical high energy e+ and e~ bunches, and the collision of two such

pairs - in other words, collision of two opposing relativistic positronium plas-

mas. It should be noticed that while the luminosity for all collisions is increased

by a factor of four in this scheme, the event rate for e+e~ collisions is only in-

creased by a factor of two. The other factor of two corresponds to the addition

of e+e+ and e~e~ collisions to the interaction point. This beam compensation

scheme, which has been examined through computer simulation by Balakin and

Solyak'4'5' in the Soviet Union, promises full neutralization of beam charges and

currents. These numerical investigations have shown that plasma instabilities

exist in this nominally neutral system. Although the implementation of this idea

seems technically daunting, the potential benefits (beamstrahlung and disruption

suppression, relaxation of final focus system constraints) are such that we should

consider the physics of these collisions further. In the remainder of this paper,

we theoretically analyze the issues of stability and bunch parameter tolerances

in this scheme.

This four-beam system we have described is assumed to be nearly charge and

current neutral, in order to provide the compensation we seek. The instabilities

that grow during the collision of these paired beams are due to the amplification

of initial imperfections in the neutrality of the system. These imperfections can

take a variety of forms: misalignment of the propagation axes of the comoving e+

and e~ beam, mismatch of their relative charge, shape, and longitudinal position.

The problem can be split into two classes, the first being amplification of the

dipole fields due to transverse misalignment of the comoving beams. This mode

is related to the kink instability, which is well known in the context of plasma and

beam physics. The imperfections of the other class, consisting of mismatches in

quantities other than transverse alignment, contribute mainly to a 'quadrupole'



or focusing instability.

As the assumed purpose of this work is to minimize the effects of beam-beam

disruption, we consider the limit of flat beam collisions. Operation in this regime

serves to suppress disruption and beamstrahlung effects even in the absence of

compensation. The generalization of our results to the inherently more disruptive

round beam case is discussed in a subsequent section.

2. The Dipole Instability

We begin by analyzing the case of the dipole instability, in which an initial

transverse separation of the charge distributions in one comoving e* beam pair

causes a separation in the oncoming pair. The separation in the oncoming pair

then amplifies the dipole strength of the charge separation in the originally mis-

aligned beam pair. Thus an instability of the relative e^ beam positions results.

To obtain the growth rate for the dipole instability we examine the following

model system: two pairs of slab e+ and e~ beams of energy 7mec
2 and uniform

density nj, infinite in longitudinal (propagation) direction z, and much larger in

the x than in the y dimension, where the beam has vertical height b. We examine

the collective motion of the beam slabs assuming a small initial misalignment in y

of both beam pairs. We take the right-going e+ beam to be vertically misaligned

from the e~ beam before collision by 6\, and the left-going e+ and e~ beams mis-

aligned by 62. We also assume that the beam pairs have a small misalignment

<5o with respect to each other. If the misalignments are small, 60,1,2 ^ b, then

the net vertical dipole forces felt by the bulk of the e+ beams due to the excess

exposed charge on the oncoming beam edges are

-Fi.2 = - (1 + / ^ W n j ^ . i ^ -8we2nb62A, (l)

where /?> = v\,jc is the normalized beam velocity and nj, is the beam density,

assumed nearly constant within the bunch boundaries. The subscript 1 and 2 on



the force refers to that felt by the right-going and left-going positron bunches,

respectively, and opposite sign forces are felt by the comoving electron beams.

Following the method employed by Chin1*3 (the 'two-string' model|Tl } in

examining the kink instability for uncompensated beam-beam collisions, we write

equations of motion for the vertical positions y^ of the c* beams

and

where

and we have ignored the transverse component of the convective derivative. This

system can be simplified by rewriting it in terms of the misalignments 6\t2 as

follows:

(|±^)2*,2 = -^2,l. (5)

If we assume a dependence of exp [ikz — tut) for the unknown quantities in Eqs.

(5), and require that the resulting algebraic system have a non-trivial solution,

we obtain the dispersion relation

(6)

This system is absolutely unstable for all k, and has a maximally unstable mode

occuring at k = 0 with a growth rate v — —iu = wj.

To explicitly illustrate the physical behavior of this mode, we rewrite Eqs.

(5) with the convective derivative suppressed. Defining new dependent variables



by

^1,2 = #1 ± #2, (7)

the equations of motion transform to

Ki- (8)dt2

The solution for rpi is oscillatory with frequency wb while the solution for ip\ is

an exponential, with a growth rate also given by u?[,. As an example of a purely

growing disturbance, we take the initial misalignments to be equal Sii2[t = 0) =

2/0 with no initial transverse motion, and write

Physically, what is happening is that the electrons from one beam are attracted

by the oncoming positrons and repulsed by the oncoming electrons, and vice versa

for the comoving positrons. Thus the comoving beams split and diverge exponen-

tially until the misalignments are no longer small compared to the bunch height.

We are not at present interested in the large amplitude behavior of the instability,

however, as this corresponds to a limit where nearly all of the compensation has

been lost, with a concommitant return of disruption and beamstrahlung prob-

lems.

At first glance, the physics of the four-beam collision we have considered here

is quite a bit different from the two-beam e± results. It is straightforward to show

that the different behavior is due to the presence of like sign species that repulse

each other. In his instability analysis of the two-beam e± kink instability, Chin

finds the dispersion relation

w&[(w + kvb)
2 + (ui — Auj)2] = 2(w2 — (kvt)2)2. (10)

The maximum growth rate associated with this relation is v — wp/\/8, occuring at

k = Wp/uj. The kink instability occurs when the two misaligned colliding beams



are attracted to each other, but overshoot as they chase each other, resulting

in a growing disturbance at the 'natural' plasma wave-number k — <^p/vi,. If

one repeats the analysis for like sign (repulsing) beams colliding, however, the

dispersion relation is now

uH(u; + kvb)
2 + (w - A:̂ )2] = -2(u,2 - {kvbf)\ (11)

and the maximum growth rate v = wb occurs, again, at k = 0. This illustrates

the feature that when the two effects of attraction and repulsion driven instability

are present, as in the four-beam collision, the repulsion dominates the growth ot

the disturbance.

We now apply this result to a flat beam linear collider case. The previous

analysis does not take into account the variations of the beam charge density

as a function of position in the bunch, the effects of the transient nature of the

collision, or of finite beam emittance. In spite of these shortcomings, the analysis

can give a reasonable estimate on the cumulative growth of the instability during

collision. For flat, tri-Gaussian bunches, the beam density is given by

and the associated definition of vertical disruption parameter is

(13)

As most of the beam charge per bunch is located in a region of length 2crz, the

interaction time for the instability is approximately r = ozjc. the final amplitude

of the misalignment 6f accumulated during the collision can be estimated by

setting in Eq. (9),

6f = y0 exp (wt<Tz/c) = y0 exp [(4Ds/y/2v)1/2]. (14)

Thus the condition for one e-folding of the instability is approximately Dy = 0.63.

This should be considered a pessimistic estimate, however, as all the phenomena



that we have ignored in this analysis - in particular, variation of beam densities

during the collision, and thermal effects - will tend to diminish or stabilize the

instability growth. One can conclude with reasonable certainty, however, that

disruption parameters of Dy > 5 lead to severe dipole instability problems.

3. The Quadrupole Instability

A focusing or instability can occur when the densities of the comoving e± pair

are not identically matched, for reasons of unequal total beam charge, radius, or

arrival time at the interaction point. We thus need to write equations of motion

for the beam densities involved. We begin, as with the dipole instability, by

writing the force equations for the beam fluids, where we make the identification

F 1 , 2 = 7 m t ( - ± « i - ) v . (15)

The transverse disruption forces due to net charge density in the oncoming beam

pair are approximately equal to twice the electric forces, and thus, for the right-

going e* beam pair we have

(16)

where n* refer to the e± beam densities. An analogous equation holds for the

left-going beam pair. If we assume that all densities are nearly equal to a nominal

density nj, then the linearized equation of continuity gives, for all species,

„ dn

Combining Eqs. (16) and (17), we obtain the fluid equations



and

Introducing the net charge density inside a beam pair Arci^ = ra*2 ~
n\i f°r

new dependent variables, Eqs. (18) and (19) become

a 7 5 ; a 7 (20)

The dispersion relation obtained from Eq. (20) is

w V - W ) = "6- (21)

The maximum growth rate for an unstable mode is once again found at k = 0,

where we have v = wj, which is identical to the dipole instability growth rate.

This result can be verified from Solyak's previous numerical work. * The growth

rates for the dipole and quadrupole instability in these simulations appear to be

nearly equal. •"

The fact that the dipole and quadrupole instabilities have the same wave

number and growth rate is not surprising, as their physical mechanisms are nearly

the same. In the quadrupole instability, a bunch with excess density focuses the

oncoming beam of opposite polarity, while defocusing the oncoming beam of the

same polarity. The focusing feedback from the oncoming charge density then

allows for exponential growth of the mode.



4. Lower Energy Beam Compensation

If one is to implement a beam-based compensation scheme, then it is rea-

sonable to ask if lower energy beams are useful for providing the compensating

charge and current density. Despite the obvious advantages such a scheme would

have, it should be noted that this is a problematic suggestion from a technical

stand-point, as one is focusing very low emittance high-energy 7imc2 beams to

very small /^-functions. To achieve the same beam dimensions and densities us-

ing lower energy 72mc2 beams, which will naturally have larger emittances by

a factor of 71/72 seems quite difficult. In addition, as Solyak determined from

simulation results, the instabilities have an even higher growth rate if two of the

four beams are of lower energy. *

In order to quantify the relative instability growth rate in this regime we

take the case where the colliding high energy e~e+ beams are compensated by

low energy e+e~ beams. Defining two new beam plasma frequencies by

1ST" (22)

we examine the dipole instability fluid equations, which can be written

(§-t ±
 v^?hfl = -i(wj,a + wf^fc,!. (23)

From these equations we obtain the dispersion relation

u* = (kvbr-~(u;l + ul). (24)

This system is again absolutely unstable for all k, with a maximally unstable

mode of growth rate given by v1 ~ (l/2)(u;J +w|) occuring at k = 0. If 71 ;§> 72,

the growth rate of the instability is 1/ ~ WijyL, or about a factor of •v/71/272

larger than for equal energy compensation. It is clear that the lack of rigidity in

the trajectory of the lower eneigy beams allows for larger instability growth rate.

10



The instability of this four-beam system can be shown, as before in the equal

energy case, to be dominated by the repulsion of the like sign species colliding.

It is interesting to note that in the equivalent uncompensated two-beam case,

e.g. high energy e~ beams on low energy e+ beams, that the kink instability is

greatly diminished. This is because the two oscillators (beams) must have nearly

the same frequency for their attracting interaction to become violently unsta-

ble. This observation is relevant to the conceptual design of B-factories, as the

physics of detecting B meson decays requires asymmetric beam energies. The

high luminosity needed for B-factories implies that the disruption parameter will

be large, D ~ 10 — 30, so an improvement in the stability of the collisions is

in fact quite desirable. In this scenario one might envision taking full advan-

tage of disruption-induced luminosity enhancement without the worrying about

accompanying instability problems.

5. Thermal Effects

The beam-beam instability growth rates calculated above are based on a cold

fluid model. The transverse temperature of the beams can diminish or eliminate

the growth of the unstable modes considered here, as the random motion of

particles can lead to dissipation of the fluctuations in net beam density that

give rise to instabilities. A physical criterion for this to happen in the dipole

mode is when a particle with the rms transverse velocity associated with the

beam distribution can traverse the initial oncoming misalignment yo in less than

a growth time w^*' This stability condition can be formulated as

A2 > Dy(^), (25)

where A = cr*//?* is the ratio of the rms beam length to the vertical /5-function

at the interaction point. This quantity is a measure of a depth of focus problem;

if A > 1, then the luminosity will be degraded due to the transverse spreading

11



of the beams during the interaction. Recently proposed TLC conceptual designs

have chose values of A slightly less than unity. *

A similar criterion can be derived for the quadrupole instability. If we require

that the remnant focusing strength due to an excess oncoming charge density

±Ano be insufficient to confine the comoving t~ (e+) beam, then instability will

be suppressed. This condition can be stated as

A* > D,{^). (26j

Due to depth of focus considerations, we take the maximum value of A = 1 to

derive tolerances on the initial imperfections in compensation. We thus have

( ^ a ) < Dy1 and (J-2-) < Dy1 for thermal stabilization of the quadrupole and

dipole instabilities, respectively. These tolerances should be compared to those

derived from acceptable levels of beamstrahlung, which we discuss below.

6. Tolerances

The tolerances to which one must match the c+ and e~ beam distribu-

tions can be easily estimated for misalignments by using Eq. (1), and working

through the expected level of beamstrahlung with its related problems. The

effective magnetic dipole field strength encountered due to misalignments is

given by Be/f ^ 8irenj,yQ. We now define an effective beamstrahlung parameter

T^eff — iBtfflBc, where Bc = m2c3/e% is the Schwinger critical field. Recent

calculations have shown that for T < 1, the problem of coherent pair creation is

suppressed. Explicitly, this requires that

<
ay 4(27r)3/2iV7Acre'

where Ac is the electron Compton wavelength.

12



Since the average effective field in the case of unmatched densities is -Be// —

47reAnocry, the tolerance requirement on density matching for suppressing beam-

strahlung pair production can be similarly stated as

azaz

2(27r)3/2JV'YAr" K '

For TeV colliders, one would expect these tolerances to be on the order of ten

percent, given the potential seventy of the disruption effects. This appears to

be more challenging than uncompensated design tolerances. For TLC design,

alignment precision implied is already on the sub-nanometer scale - alignment

would undoubtedly have to be even better if we rely on compensation, and in

addition one must also accomplish this with four beams simultaneously. If one

keeps the luminosity constant, however, the relative alignment precision necessary

is lessened considerably if round beams are employed. We now consider the

feasibility of this option.

7. Round Beams

It is easy to show that the superposition of two slightly misaligned round

electron and positron beams also gives rise to a dipole field, of strength -Be// —

A-Ken^yo, over most of the beam distribution: Note that this is one-half the dipole

strength of the flat beam case if one keeps the luminosity and misalignment

constant, and that it scales only with the absolute, not relative, value of the

misalignment. From this point of view, there to be some slight advantage to

using round beams in a compensated collision scheme.

On the other hand, a relative error in density matching is very severe in the

round beam limit. The effective average field strength due to this error is given

by Beff ~ 27reAnooy, which, for a given density error, is greater than a fiat

beam case with R = axjay by approximately a factor of (R + l)/2. Thus it is

apparent that flat beams have more tolerance to this scheme, as one has already

13



made efforts to minimize the potential beamstrahlung effects. Conversely, round

beams are very unforgiving of density mismatches, as the uncompensated T is

much larger than the equivalent luminosity flat beam case.

8. Discussion

In the design of linear colliders, there are two parameters which globally

measure the strength of the beam-beam interaction - the disruption parameter

Dy and the beamstrahlung parameter T. One would like to make both of these

numbers smaller than approximately unity, due to the problems associated with

induced energy spread, fluid instabilities, and coherent beamstrahlung pair cre-

ation. One way to accomplish this is to lower the amount of charge in each pulse,

through either raising the linac repetition rate or by multi-bunching. The latter

has been suggested as a way to eliminate coherent pair creation in the TLC.

It should be noted that Dy and T have opposite dependences on two parame-

ters - T ~ ~ijoz and Dy ~ crz/^. If one multiplies both of these by the implicit -y

dependence on beam current density dictated by the energy-squared dependence

of the luminosity, which for round beams is 72 and for flat beams is 12/R, then

one sees that both parameters scale upwards with energy. The dependence of

T on 7 is much more dramatic, and thus there is a trade-off between the two,

which can be played by lengthening the bunch. Of course, the maximum value

of az is constrained either by 0* or by wake-field considerations. In any case, one

can see that the problem of managing the beam-beam effects will become quite

difficult at higher energies.

As all the deleterious effects of the beam-beam interaction are due to the pres-

ence of large collective fields, compensation of the sources of these fields remains

an important question. We have discussed above some of the difficulties associ-

ated with beam compensation, and have estimated stability and tolerance limits

for this scheme. These results, in conjunction with the previous simulations1'1

and the experimental evidence for multi-pass instabilities arising from this sort

14



of interaction in the DCI facility at OrsayB'10 establish that the physical phe-

nomena we have discussed present a real challenge for implementation of beam

compensation.

Since we have identified the problematic aspects of beam compensation it is

worth asking whether plasma compensation suffers from similar afflicting instabil-

ities. This subject is beyond the scope of this paper, but preliminary indications

from other investigators is that plasma compensation is much more resistant

to these instabilities than beam compensation. Thus, although both schemes

for compensation have difficulties, they are not qualitatively the same. The ne-

cessity of solving the problems associated with beam-beam disruption provides

ample motivation for continued investigation, both theoretical and experimental,

of both beam and plasma compensation.

This work supported by U.S. Department of Energy, Contracts W-31-109-

ENG-38, DE-AC03-76SF0098, and DE-AC03-76SF00515.
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